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Software Development Company giant Microsoft has made our lives simpler by innovating new
technologies in the field of computer science. The major development that can be counted till date is
of Windows. We cannot imagine our lives without computer, Windows and internet. So, now to add
to their feathers Microsoft came up with the infamous SharePoint server. The latest edition to this
heavy piece of software is SharePoint 2010. This version is the successor of SharePoint 2003 and
SharePoint 2007 servers. It helps the organization in maintenance of all the online services and also
to configure them from time to time with easy to use interface. Due to the immense number of
features provided by this tool it is preferred in most of the organizations.

If you are a SharePoint consultation services company then the new features of 2010 version will be
highly beneficial for you as they are being heavily publicized. Organizations working on previous
versions of the tool and looking to shift to the new SharePoint 2010 are already on the lookout to
hire a software development company for migration services. It is very important to analyze the
nature of your business before opting for any solutions. This will give you an insight about whether
to choose off-the self solutions or go in for custom SharePoint Solutions. A wrong decision in this
context can lead to heavy loss of important business data.

Every business owner in this world is well aware of the importance of organizational business data.
The loss of this data directly results to the loss of business which means heavy loss of revenue.
This is neither good for a business nor its reputation. It is advisable to use professional SharePoint
consultation services in this regard as they will be the perfect guide for you in migration of data.
Although migration is the ultimate solution for your business which can save your data and shift you
to the newer version of the tool but there are certain complications which come along with migration.
 The market is full of related tools and services for custom SharePoint solutions but choosing the
right service is the matter of concern.

Many off-the-shelf tools are available in the market but they are successful as long as standard
migration is involved. The main reason of worry while migrating is that there should be no loss of
data and this is the purpose these tools are made for. Often organizations keep asking the
SharePoint consultation services team let them know if free tools or some of the paid ones can
suffice their needs or not. However, it is the responsibility of the organization to analyze the
complexity involved in the task and choose a software development company accordingly. Most of
the complications arrive when the issue of web parts comes up in the scene. Web parts are used to
provide custom SharePoint solutions to the clients.

Although web part is a very crucial component of the SharePoint set of tools but it also hinders in
the process of migration. The web parts donâ€™t let you perform a standard migration process and thus
it results into unsuccessful process which can sometimes result into loss of data. Thus, to allow
reliable migration for the data it is important to involve the help of a software development company.
Any such company will be the best option to guide you through the process of successful migration
by providing custom SharePoint solutions. These solutions are extremely helpful as they are tailor
made according to your nature of business.
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Jon - About Author:
Shriv ComMedia is a professional a SharePoint consultation services India a software development
company equipped with expertise to offer innovative a custom SharePoint Solutions. We specialize
in multimedia solutions, embedded solutions & SEO services with proven track record of 100
percent success rate.
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